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1. Write ten sentences about your school.       [10] 

2. Make sentences of your own using any six of the following  words:   [6] 

              allow, dearly, upset, relief, often, offer, imagine, relaxed 

3. Make meaningful sentences  by  rearranging  the words given:         [4] 

i) India/ is/ Srilanka/ of/ south/located 

ii)  plants/ night/ do/ know/ sleep/ that/ you/ at 

iii)  clever/ try/ not/ be/ too/ do/ to 

iv)  healthy/ are/ perfectly/ you/ now 

4. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions given below:       [4] 

   (for, in, of, on, from, about ) 

i) I was born _____ 2004. 

ii) My elder brother is suffering _____ fever. 

iii) The little girl is punished _____ her foolishness. 

iv) We are afraid _____ snakes. 

5. Fill in the blanks with the opposite words of the underlined words.    [3] 

i) My sister can do easy sums, but she cannot do the ______ ones. 

ii) Don’t look behind, look_________. 

iii) This road is narrow, but that road is ________. 

6. Make questions to get the answers.       [3] 

i) Pratyush is fond of sweets. 

ii) My younger brother is in class three. 

iii) Mili goes to her dance class at 5 o’clock. 

7. Translate the following sentences into English:      [15] 

Ac ²Êm ANÒe akÊ[ Acé NR @RÞ Ð [ÊÒc LÐmÞ OeLÊ dÞa_ÞLÞ? QÐm ÒMfÞaÐLÊ dÞaÐ Ð jÊte _ÐmÞ `lÑVÞH Ac Oe 

D`e Ò]B DXÞNmÐ Ð cÊÜ WÞL LeÞ`ÐeÊ_Þ ÒLÐD aÐÒV dÞaÞ Ð  ÒcÐ R[ÐVÐ ]¯ÐLeÞ Ò$ÒeBaLÞ?  HVÐ LZ j[ Òd 

@eỀ  aÞhê¯ WÐeÊ bm aÔÐVjcÔÐ_?   

8. Write the following passage in Odia.         [18] 

What happened in our Parliament last Thursday is very sad. Our MPs were fighting like 

street thugs (gundas).   How can they make rules for our country when they do not obey rules 

themselves?  Recently one minister of our country from Bihar went to jail.  Many people still 

consider him a leader.  Why do we elect such bad people?  How can our country progress with such 

people?  When voting for our parliament we should stop thinking about our state.  We must think 

about our country and vote for India’s future. 

9.  Read the following passage and answer the questions below:                            [12] 

The Internet (BÃeÒ_V) connects computers around the world. Computers connected to the 

Internet can exchange information such as messages, examination results, music, and videos.  Cell 

phones and TVs can also be connected to the Internet.  The connection can be made using wires 

like telephone lines or optical fibers.  It can also be wireless.  An optical fiber is like a wire made 

from glass, and it is as thin as our hair.  Computers talk to one another using binary communication, 

which means talking with two signals.  If you study at Rtapalli you will do some of your 

mathematics homework using the Internet.  

a) Is it correct to say that only computers can be connected to the Internet? Explain your 

answer. 

b) What does binary communication mean? 

c) Do you think the Internet can be used for education?  Explain your answer. 

d) What is an optical fiber?  

e) How many types of Internet connections are discussed above? 

f) Is it possible to waste your time using the Internet?  Explain your answer. 


